ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY

Seat in the Proust Saddle

(Your saddle Hautacam is already assembled when you receive it)
① Insert platinum in seat post :
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(Hautacam Universal DP 2.2 and Perthus Absolute Comfort DP 1.2)
General principles :
- In any position on the handlebar and climbing a hil, there is no contact with
genital part or perineum. Hands on the handlebar you have to feel good on the
Proust Saddle.
- Saddle follows the natural movement of the pelvis and so, pivots.
- The pivot must be as free as possible, with a sweet movement.

Saddle height adjusting (picture 1) :

Seat post

• Insert platinum as picture (the stop screw has to enter in the
oblong hole).
• Screw the stop screw until it is completely in the seat post.
This screw enter in the platinum oblong hole.
• You can adjust harder of pivot, tightening less or more the
screw brake.

- Setting on the saddle, on ischia (= pelvis bones),
hands on the handlebar, with the more usual
position.
- In socks, put heel on the pedal (the more down).
The leg has to be stretch and heel brushing against
pedal.
- This is a setting basic. You have to setting
according to you, your thickness shoe.

• If «sliping» in advance (too extended position) :

Picture 1

- Raise handlebar or
- Shorten the stem (sometime you can turn over it)

• If ischia ache (overheating because of rubbing) :

② Fixing shell on the platinum :
• Insert the shell and screw.
• Unscrew the screw
under platinum
without disassemble
all parts of it.

- Lower the saddle.
- See pantie or short seam.
- Change inclination.

• If ischia ache for only one ischia (leg more short or different
ossification) :
- Put saddle to the height leg more short.
- Change saddle inclination for different ossification.
- If the problem persists, put a slipcover Proust Saddle, or bandage like
«Compeed», or choose Dolomite Universal DP 3.2.

Adjustment of the shell : you can advance, back or tilt the
shell. Ideally, the shell must be assembled back as much
as possible, and inclined (5 degrees minimum).

Maintenance :
When pivotement begins to «paste», to be hard, to make noise (creaking) :
disassemble platinum, unscrew the stop screw. Clean up old grease on axis, in
the seat post and parts in contact, with grease remover. Put a bit new grease and
assemble.
!! Donʼt carry your bike by the saddle. You spoil your longevity saddle.

